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1. Objectives 

This basis of this research is to apply novel techniques from Artificial Intelligence and 

Expert Systems in capturing, integrating and articulating key knowledge h m  geology, 

geostatistics, and petroleum engineering to develop accurate descriptions of petroleum reservoirs. 

The ultimate goal is to design and implement a single powerfid expert system for use by small 

producers and independents to efficiently exploit reservoirs. 

The development of expert systems is perhaps the most significant and tangible outcome 

of artificial intelligence research. An expert system is a computer program that demonstrates 

expert-level competence in a small restricted'domain of human endeavor. Such a system 

typically embodies diverse knowledge about its domain and effectively engages this knowledge 

to solve complex real-world problems within the domain. Techniques have been developed to 

acquire knowledge from an expert and represent it in a computer-usable form through the 

practice of knowledge engineering. In addition, methodologies have been designed to validate 

and verz3 an expert system. Validating an expert system is the process of showing that the 

system reflects the expert's knowledge and problem solving abilities (Le., the right system was 
built). Verifling an expert system is the process of showing that the expert system produces 

correct and consistent answers. 

The main challenge of the proposed research is to automate the generation of detailed 

reservoir descriptions honoring all the available and "hard" data that ranges from 
qualitative and semi-quantitative geological interpretations to numeric data obtained fiom cores, 

well tests, well logs and production statistics. In this sense, the proposed research project is truly 

multi-disciplinary. It involves significant amount of information exchange between researchers 

in geology, geostatistics, and petroleum engineering. Computer science (and artificial 

intelligence) provides the means to effectively acquire, integrate and automate the key expertise 

in the various disciplines in a reservoir characterization expert system. Additional challenges are 

the verification and validation of the expert system, since much of the interpretation of the 

experts is based on extended experience in reservoir characterization. 

The overall project plan to design the system to create integrated reservoir descriptions 

begins by initially developing an AI-based methodology for producing large-scale reservoir 
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descriptions generated interactively fiom geology and well test data. Parallel to this task is a 
second task that develops an AI-based methodology that uses facies-biased information to 

genefite small-scale descriptio& of reservoir properties such as permeability and porosity. The 

third task involves consolidation and integration of the large-scale and small-scale methodologies 

to produce reservoir descriptions honoring all the available data The final task will be 

technology transfer. With this plan,’we have carefully allocated and sequenced the activities 

involved in each of the tasks to promote concurrent progress towards the research objectives. 

Moreover, the project duties are divided among the faculty member participants. Graduate 

students will work in teams with faculty members. 

The results of the integration are not merely limited to obtaining better characterizations 

They have the potential to significantly impact and advance the of individual reservoirs. 

discipline of reservoir characterization itself. ~ 

2. Summary of Technical Progress 

2.1 Decomposition of System 

We have decomposed the overall system development into smaller component parts to 
allow us to focus on the expert knowledge required for that component. In addition, the 

decomposition will facilitate the implementation of the system and its validation and verification. 

The three component systems will be representative of how each of the experts in geology, 

geostatistics, and engineering characterizes the reservoir. Figure 2.1(A) describes a model for 

this breakdown. The concurrent development of these component systems fits into the 

development of the large and small scale aspects of the system as originally stated in the 

proposal. In Figure 2.1(A), each component system in the model is depicted as interfacing 
(through the bidirectional links) with a central repository of reservoir descriptions. Though, 
portions of these description will essentially be passed from component to component as more 

information is gathered, the model of a central repository is an accurate account of how the 

components are integrated, i.e., the final descriptions the repository are consistent will all of 
the information given by the components systems. This system model allows us to develop the 

system using an Artificial Intelligence technique called a bZackboard system, in which 
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information is centrally located, i.e., on a blackboard, and experts take their turn to update, 

change, and correct the information on the blackboard. 

reserVOU 

description 

Figure 2.1(A): Expert System Decomposition 

Figure 2.1(B) presents a more detailed decomposition of Figure 2.1(A) and includes the 

current raw input information that we are currently examining (as designated by the double 

arrows). The bi-diiectional links indicate where feedback will occur between systems, when 

more information is learned and inconsistencies in descriptions are discovered. We have begun 

the develop of small prototypes in Kappa-PC for each of the above components. Each component 

system is presented in this report along with its results and ~ t u r e  work. The acquisition of the 
appropriate knowledge has proved to be the most difficult task in developing the geological 

systems for identifling log facies occuxxnces and for correlating the wells according to the 
identification. Very little work has been done in geology to solidify the rules that the experts use 

to perform the identification. Thus, we continue knowledge development with the geologists to 

ascertain the visual queues used for facies identification and correlation. An annotated 

bibliography is being developed to include papers that address geological constraints in this area. 

The simulated well test system remains as the computational bottleneck. However, research 

continues to optimize the algorithm. Many researchers have attempted to develop systems to 

perform well test interpretation. Hence, for this component, we are able to rely on previous 

research for its development. 

We are currently investigating an expert system component to discover the marker beds 

within a well. This system will interface with both the existing geological components. In 
addition, we are beginning work to integrate existing information to form a consistent 
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description. This integration cannot fully occur until each component is developed enough to 

provide individual descriptions. However, we are examining the technology of active databases, 
a combination of rule-based systems and database systems, to determine if this technology will 

be usefbl for integration. 

In the remaining sections, we present the technical progress and the developnient stages 

of the individual component system. 

Actual Well Test 
I1 Test Inkqmtation 

Consistent Descriptions Petrophysical Ropertits 
(permeability & porosity) 
Historical Performance Geological System 
Depositional Environment 

+ g a d b y  

Geological System 

Cons'ktcnt Descriptions 
g m d b y  
Gtostatistical system 

Figure 2.1@): Detailed Decomposition of the System 

2.2 Incorporating Dynamic Constraints in a Reservoir Description Process 
Stochastic methods have gained widespread acceptance as a promising methodology for 

enhancing our ability to describe the spatial distribution of reservoir properties. Conditional 

simulation, because of its ability to honor the sample data and create multiple equiprobable 
reservoir descriptions if required, has been selected as the stochastic method which will be used 
for this study. Specifically, the conditional simulation algorithm to be employed is the 

Simulated Annealing Method (PerezJ991). This method was selected because of its 

robustness and the facility of and flexibility in incorporating conditioning data. 

Traditionally, only static constraints, such as core and log data, have been employed in 

the simulated annealing process. While the inclusion of dynamic constraints, such as well test 

and production data, is considered desirable, practical considerations prevented their use in large 
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scale projects. One major impediment was the computational resources which would be required 
if a dynamic constraint were to be used. 

2.2.1 Objectives 

The primary objective of this work is to develop a methodology for the incorporation of 
dynamic constraints, such as well test and production data, in the simulated annealing algorithm. 
This should enable improved reservoir description for these reasons: 

(ii) 

(iii) 

The uncertainties in describing reservoirs are minimized by adding more constraints. In 
addition, the description will also be closer to the "truth case" as we add more 

information. This implies that our description approaches a closer approximation of the 

reservoir being studied. 

Further, because the inverse problem of reservoir parameter estimation from point 

measurements is ill-posed, stabilization is required in order to obtain a meaningful 

estimate. The addition of this prior information as a constraint will enhance our ability to 
stabilize the ill-posed nature of our problem (Oliver, 1994). 

Dynamic constraints, e.g. production and pressure data, provide the only observable 

response which is representative of reservoir-scale behavior. It also provides "in-situ" 

information. Other available data, including log and core data, represent reservoir data 

which is limited to the near-wellbore region. 

The proposed work can be eventually combined with geological constraints to create a 

truly integrated reservoir description. 

2.2.2 Approach 

The approach will involve the coupling of a numerical flow simulator to the simulated 

annealing algorithm. The flow simulator will constitute a dynamic constraint as part of the 

simulated annealing objective function. Our objective function will then consist of a variogram 

constraint and a flow simulation constraint. 

Simulated annealing is an example of adaptive heuristics for multivariate or 

combinatorial optimization (Kirpatrick, 1983). Its implementation requires, among other 

parameters, the definition of an objective function which represents a measure of the difference 
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between an input model and our "fit" of that model.. The goal of the algorithm is thus to 

determine the configuration of independent variables -- for example, permeability values -- that 
minimizes the objective function. Note that the objective function can be comprised of more 

than one model, in which case we attempt to minhize the sum of the differences. 

The Laplace Transform Finite Difference (LTFD) method will be used for the flow 

simulation. This method is based on solving the single-phase flow equations in Laplace space. 

It has the advantage of using only one timestep between the initial time and the time of interest. 

As a result this method is computationally far less expensive than other numerical methods. 

2.23 Preliminary Testing of Procedure 

The first phase involved testing the performance ofthe LTFD numerical simulator against 

a commercial simulator (ECLIPSE was used). This was successll as shown in Figure 2.2(A). 
This figure shows a comparison of the output pressures for a heterogeneous reservoir from 

ECLIPSE and the LTFD simulator at different times for a two-well system with each well 

producing at a variable rate. 

Comparison of LTFD & ECLIPSE Output Pressures 

250 

0 
0 50 100 150 

ECLIPSE Pressure @si) 
200 250 

Figure 2.2(A) 

Secondly, a synthetic permeability distribution was generated and used to test the 

performance of the algorithm. Conditioning data (Permeability values) at two well locations and 
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a cumulative distribution function representing the synthetic input data are included in the input 

constraints. 

One of the tests was to compare the production behavior of the reservoir model obtained 

by using a two-part objective function versus the results with only the variogram constraint. As 
depicted in see Figures 2.2(B) and 2.2(C), the results show a dramatic improvement in the 

agreement with the synthetic input data when the simulator constraint is included. 

Comparison of Results for Well #1: (a) Bo& C o d n t s  and @) 
Variogcamcodnt 

Figure 2.2(B) 

Comparison of Results for Well #2: (a) Both C~~SII&S d ( b )  Variogm Constraint 

Figure 2.2(C) 
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2.2.4 Algorithm Performance Enhancement 

While the results were encouraging, the algorithm is computationally demanding and in 

order for any practical benefit to be derived from its use, we needed to focus on ways of 

improving its execution speed. This meant working primarily - but not exclusively -- on the 

flow simulation part of the procedure, since this was where the code’s performance was in need 

of acceleration. 

One of the ideas for improvement concerned optimization of the matrix solving routines, 

or sourcing of better routines. Another was that tlie code needed to be streamlined and 

optimized. We also had to investigate different strategies for implementing the two-part 

objective function and we eventually wanted to integrate this program with other routines which 

include geological constraints. 

2.2.5 Matrix Solving Routine 

The matrix solver currently being used is an iterative solver from a public-domain 

package called SLAP (Sparse Linear Algebra Package). Specifically, a bi-conjugate gradient 

squared algorithm with incomplete factorization pre-conditioning is used. Initially a direct solver 

fiom the c‘Harwell’y package (another public-domain package) was used, but this was far too 

slow, especially as the matrix problem size increased. Oqer packages, including ITPACK, were 

investigated, but we found their utility for non-syrnmetric matrix systems limited, and our best 

performance to date has been with the SLAP code. Other solvers fiom a package called 

Templates” will be tested. 

. 
I 

2.2.6 Code Streamlining and Optimization 

The coupling of the flow simulator to the simulated annealing algorithm required 

merging at least three different code packages developed independently. To a large degree this 
has been accomplished, but the optimization and streamlining of the code is an on-going process 
and so is not fully implemented for various reasons. The major ones are that the code is 

* dependent on the methodology selected for solving the matrix problem and this is still being 

studied and, which will be discussed below, the code also depends on the strategy to be used for 
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implementing the two-part objective function and the integration of any other criteria in our 

objective function, which again is still evolving. 

2.2.7 Considerations on The Implementation of a Two-Part Simulated Annealing Objective 
Function 

Various numerical experiments were performed prior to studying the methodologies for 

implementing the composite objective function. These experiments were necessaiy for us to 
better understand the problem and so direct our efforts appropriately. They consisted oE 

(i) Analysis of Behavior of Two-Part Objective Function - Single-Point Perturbations 
Our composite objective fbnction consists of two parts: a dynamic constraint component 

and the traditional variogram constraint component. Runs were made to observe how the 

individual parts of the objective function behaved as the algorithm proceeded to termination. It 

was observed that, with approximately qual weights, the variogram component dominated the 

behavior of the objective function. As such, if a composite objective function is used, then the 

weights applied to the components are very critical in ensuring that each component has a non- 

trivial influence on the behavior of the objective function. 

(ii) Determination of Optimum Relative Weights 

This section derives from that above. The ‘optimum’ weights to apply to the variogram 
and the flow simulator parts of the objective function, if we wish each component of the 

objective function to equally influence its behavior, were determined by performing 10 cycles of 

perturbations without exchange, i.e., ten times the total number of blocks, and determining the 

average absolute change in the objective function value caused firstly by the variogram 

constraint. Call this AEl. Thus 

where 
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NXYZ= total number of blocks 

The procedure was repeated for the flow simulation constraint. Call this value A&. Then 

AJ92 

wgtl= AE, +AE2 

wgt2 = 
A 4  +L\E, 

(3) 

where 

wgtl 

wgt2 

= weigbt applied to the variogram part of the objective kc t ion  

= weight applied to the flow simulation part of the objective function 

Based on this analysis, an ‘optimum’ wgtl value of 0.193 and thus a wgt2 value of 0.807 were 
obtained. 

Because we were considering a relatively small number of gridblocks, it was not very 

computationally expensive to consider perturbing all the blocks; however, Sagar (Sagar, 1993) 

has determined that - for a different composite objective function - 0.06 cycles of iterations are 

adequate to provide weights which converge to astable value. While the same number of 

iteration cycles may not apply for our objective function, the methodology he used may be 

applied here, reducing the number of iterations required to determine the optimum schedule of 

weights to apply when considering larger grids. 

(iii) Analysis of Objective Function Behavior - Dynamic Constraints Only 
Computer runs were made to observe the behavior of the objective (energy) function 

when only the dynamic component was used. It was observed that the final objective h c t i o n  

value obtained using only the dynamic constraints was substantially higher, i.e. a lot less optimal, 
than when the composite objective function was used. The schedule of objective function value 
changes suggested that the flow behavior was extremely insensitive to single-point perturbations 
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of the gridblock system, but it was nonetheless perplexing as to why the terminal objective 

function value was not better. 

(iv) Modijkation of Objective Function 

As was observed above, the simulated annealing algorithm terminated with a relatively 

high value of the objective function when the flow simulation constraint is used. Specifically, 

the terminal value was approximately 0.77 compared to an initial value of 1.00. We have already 

commented that the flow behavior was extremely insensitive to single-point perturbation of the 

permeability field, but the poor terminal value of the objective function still needed further 

investigation. 

So far, the dynamic constraint was implemented in the objective function as a pressure 
differential term: 

where 

Ek = objective function (energy) value for iteration, ‘k’ 

= initial distribution objective hc t ion  for the variogram part 

= initial distribution objective function for the flow simulation part 

= semi-variogram for lag distance, ‘h’; subscripts: ‘0’ refers to the input model 
and ‘s’ to the semi-variogram for that sample 

MXLAG = total number of lags in dl ‘x’, ‘y’ and ‘2’ directions 

NDIFF = total number of pressure differences considered (= number of wells X 10) 

L = Laplace operator 

Ap 
t = time 

wgtl and wgt2 are as defined earlier. 

= pressure difference (= p-initial - p-observed) 
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On consideration, it was decided that the wellblock pressures would be more direct 

descriptors of the reservoir behavior on drawdown than the pressure derivative. We thus 

modified the objective function to use wellblock pressures instead of the pressure differentials. 
(It would have been better to use the flowing bottomhole pressures, but because we are working 

in Laplace- space with a numerical simulator, it was simpler to consider using the wellblock 

pressures.) Our objective h c t i o n  thus becomes: 

where the ‘ Ap ’ term refers to the well gridblock (wellblock) pressure differences. 

Using this formulation, we obtained a substantial improvement with a terminal objective 

function value of approximately 0.10. Thus for future calculations, we decided to consider only 

the wellblock pressures in our composite objective function, and not the pressure differentials. 

2.2.8 Strategies for the Implementation of a Two-Part Simulated Annealing Objective 
Function 

In this section we highlight the various approaches used to implement a 2-part objective 

function. Variations on the 2-part objective function idea were considered; e.g. 1-part objective 

functions in series, as well as modifications to the algorithm in attempts to amplify the 2-part 

objective function effects and thus accelerate the algorithm’s execution speed. 

(i) Near- Wellbore Constraints 

Conditional simulation is capable of generating alternate, equiprobable reservoir 

descriptions. The amount of variability among these descriptions is inversely related to the 
degree of constraining applied. Therefore, if we could develop additional, relevant constraints, 

then we should expect that the descriptions obtained would display less variability, as well as 

being more similar to the input or ‘training’ model. 
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Because of the observed near-wellbore influence on the objective function behavior, 
especially when dynamic constraints are considered, we attempted to develop a two-step 

procedure whereby additional static constraints (gridblock permeability values) could be 

obtained using the dynamic constraints (via flow simulations) as the sole component of the 

objective hc t ior .  of the simulated annealing method. These gridblock permeability values are 
then used as additional constraints in a second simulated annealing run using a variogram 

objective function. 

- -  true value 
* . 8 * ‘ ’e * ; .  ‘ . . : . . . . ; . ’ . . j  . . L 

*IO 20 30 40 50 

*4 I! 
- -  :< 

0 
- -  ** ** 

%** 
9r, --  

*. e - -  

In this approach, we ran the simulated annealing (SA) code for a number of iterations 

equal to twenty times the number of gridblocks around the well(s) (=2Ox8x2=320 iterations) with 
the flow simulation constraint only. The blocks around the wells were each perturbed twenty 

times to different values within the range of permeabilities considered. For each of these 16 

blocks, the relative change in the objective function value was plotted as a function of the 

corresponding permeability value assigned to the block. The idea was to obtain a permeabilily 

value associated with a ‘minimum’ relative energy value to be used as an additional constraint. 

Unfortunately, while in some cases there seemed to be a we1l;defined ‘minimum’, for other cases 

this was not so. 

+ e ** ** * *  e 

Figure 2.2@) 
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* *  

025 ** 
0.2 ** 

10 20 30 40 50 61[ -0.05 4 - 
Figure 2.2(E) 

’ Figures 2.20) ind 2.2(E) show plots of &tive Energy Level (y-axis) vs permeability 
Value (x-axis) for two different near-wellbore gridblocks. As Figure 2.2@) shows, the 
minimum relative energy value occurs approximately at the ‘true’ permeability value, but 

apparent randomness in Figure 2.2@) is not very usell.  There may be more to this approach, 

but fi;rther analysis is required to decipher its utility. 

(ii) ‘ModiJied Stochastic Hill Climbing’ Algorithm 

Variations to the standard simulated annealing algorithm were also considered. One of 

these was the ‘modified stochastic hill climbing’ algorithm which has been found to produce 

better results when a variogram objective function is used ( H u g ,  1994). Briefly, this algorithm 

perturbs by randomly adding or subtracting an incremental amount (walk distance) to the 

existing permeability value at the selected location. Should the perturbation improve the 

objective function value, then it is accepted; it is rejected otherwise. It should be noted that this 

algorithm requires the objective function to be ‘locally well-behaved‘, meaning that it must 
exhibit some non-random relationship with the permeability value at that location regardless of 

the stage (temperature level) at which the algorithm is currently running. 

In this approach, we modified the conventional SA acceptance criterion so that all 
perturbations for which there was a favorable change in the objective function were accepted. 
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The perturbation strategy was also modified in accordance with the ‘walk distance’ methodology 

mentioned earlier. While the objective function showed an initial rapid improvement, we 

observed that the resulting distribution displayed severe ‘homogenization’; i.e. the topology of 

the permeability distribution was in the form of ‘plains’ (Le. large contiguous areas of equal- 

valued permeabilities) interspersed with isolated ‘peaks’ and ‘ valleys’ of different permeability 

values, far less heterogeneous than the ‘truth case’. Maybe further investigation of this 

methodology is warranted, testing different ‘walk distances’ and other annealing schedule 

parameters. 

(iii) Multi-point Perturbations 

An approach was taken in which multi-point perturbations (four each time) were 

performed at each iteration. We attempted this methodology for the two-step approach, in which 
we tried to get permeability values for the gridblocks around the well(s) which corresponded to 

‘minimum’ energy values (see (i) above). The energy change for each iteration in this case is the 

combined effect of the four blocks’ permeability changes, thus it is difficult to observe whether 

that energy change represents a minimum for that block by itself. Thus the single-point 
perturbation method seems to be superior for this type of analysis. 

The multi-point perturbation method was also run to determine whether we could ‘shock‘ 

the system to a larger degree, and so obtain a better optimal solution (Le. a lower final objective 

function value). After about six steps (temperature levels) this run was terminated when 

comparison with the single-point perturbation results showed that the results that were being 

obtained with this approach appeared to be worse. 

(iv) 9-Block Approach 

The smaller the number of gridblocks considered for the flow simulation, the faster the 
code runs. We therefore tried to run the SA code with 9 gridblocks at a time -- the wellblock and 

its 8 surrounding neighbors shown in Figure 2 - 2 0  - using only the flow simulation constraint 

in the objective function. Additionally, we consider only the pressure behavior for the well 

associated with the 9 blocks. 
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Ax 
9-block system: 

wellblock and surrounding 8 blocks 

Figure 2.2(F) 

Since we were using a no-flow outer boundary for these 9-block ‘reservoirs’, we had to 
consider the transient flow period only; Le. before the time at which the outer boundaries are felt. 

Lee (Lee, 1982) defines a relationship between the radius of investigation and time by: 

where A is given as 0.3248 for a homogeneous reservoir. However, Alabert (Alabert, 1989) 

shows that for a heterogeneous system, this constant varies between 0.0075 and 0.0125, with 

0.01 being the value commonly used. 

The equivalent radius of our 9-block system was determined by 

r = JF (7) 

From equations (6) and (7) we can solve for the time at which the pressure transient will 

be ‘felt’ at the boundary of the 9-block ‘reservoir’, and so we flow simulate only up to this time, 

which turns out to be about 0.2 days. 

In our analysis we obtained the pressure responses at 2 wells over a 50-day flowing time 

at variable rates for the training image -- a 400-block dataset. We then obtained the pressure 

responses for the wells using only the 9 blocks at those wells. We found that the Lee coefficient 

gave a better match, in that the pressure response of the original (400-block) synthetic dataset 
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agreed with that of the two 9-block sub-sets (for the 2 wells considered) up to the time predicted 

by the Lee equation (0.2 days). It may be that the degree of heterogeneity represented by those 9 

blocks was not significant enough to require modeling by a heterogeneous distribution. 

As expected, using this methodology the SA runs take very little time and the terminal 

energy values are reasonably low, ranging from 0.22 to 0.1 1. However, the permeability values 

did not agree very well with the training data set. 

Block # 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 (well) 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Means: 
arithmetic 
geometric 
harmonic 

wgt14.193 
38.93 
52.19 
47.35 
45.78 
47.93 
51.29 
18.08 
43.38 
42.00 

42.99 
41.39 
39.07 

wgtl=0.0 
59.97 
68.1 1 
64.87 
67.13 
47.93 
64.25 
18.08 
58.06 
65.67 

57.12 
53.80 
48.42 

iynthetic inpui 

27.62 
16.05 
45.94 
47.93 
30.1 1 
42.33 
42.23 
34.64 

44.08 

36.77 
35.07 
32.94 

68.09 
67.53 
34.59 
33.57 
58.08 
18.08 
28.24 
65.45 

wgt1=0.193 I wgtl4.0 I syntheticinput 
3272 I 61.00 1 50.85 
39.61 
36.47 
32.84 
33.57 
39.12 
18.08 
33.05 
33.51 

44.15 
37.12 
27.59 
33.57 
28.64 
17.50 
21.19 
20.02 

31.18 
29.40 

31 -64 39.51 27.74 

Table 2.2(A): 9-Block Permeability Values for Well #1& #2 

As Table 2.2(A) shows, the results fiom the run with ‘wgtI’ = 0.193 (refer to equation 

(5)), show better agreement with the ‘true’ values for both wells based on the means, though the 

values are consistently over-predicted. Also, we see that the orientation of the permeabilities 

does not match that of the training image. Because we are only considering production before 

there is interference between the wells, this latter result is not unexpected, but it also shows that 
this approach by itself will be inadequate in developing the additional constraints with the proper 

orientation for our problem. A 25-block solution ( the wellblock and the 24 blocks around it) is 

being considered as an extension of this approach. 

2.2.9 Future Approaches 
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While some of the approaches mentioned above show promise and justify further 

investigation, the literature revealed other methodologies which seem relevant. The two further 
approaches cited below show that both recent as well as well-established ideas suggest 

approaches which may prove applicable. 

(i) Multi-Scale Approach 

Another approach with the aim of reducing the flow simulation computing costs consists 

of performing the flow simulation-based SA run on an ‘upscaled‘ grid system then ‘downsding’ 

to a finer grid for the variogram-based SA run. The idea is to capture the ‘global’ reservoir 

features via the ‘upscaled’ run then ‘fill-in’ with the fine-scale features. It is required that 

parameter statistics, e.g. variance and mean, remain the same at both scales. One approach to 

accomplish this is with the use of wavelet analysis (Panda, 1994). 

Wavelets are a family of basis functions and, l i e  Fourier transforms, they have 

orthogonal basis hctions called the scdingfirnctions and the wavelets. Also like Fourier 
transforms, the wavelet representation is a linear transform. The potential efficacy of the wavelet 
transform lies in two of its properties: 

(a) the scaling f n s  and the wavelets have quite compact support, i.e. it is only locally- 

defined thus making it suitable for segregating information in data into local intervals, and 
(b) the wavelet transform provides the flexibility to choose a particular basis (wavelet) 

fbnction that is customized to the specific application. 

(ii) Influence CoeBcients 
Another promising approach is one based on the idea of influence coefficients. Carter et 

al (Carter, 1974). presented an iterative reservoir performance-matching technique for single- 

phase compressible system which utilized influence coefficients. These coefficients are 

evaluated by a procedure first suggested by Jacquard (Jacquard, 1964). This method promises to 

be very economical when the number of grid blocks for which mobility and storage are to be 

determined exceeds the number of observation points. 

We start with the basic equation for single-phase, isotropic, compressible flow, given in a 

general form as 
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V.(MVp)= V - ap + Q 
at 

where 

M = mobility and V = storage 

and let p,  be the response to a constant withdrawal on a subregion of the reservoir, given by 

V - (AN*,,)= V a + Gn(x,y)H() 
at (9) 

where 

Gn(x,y)= 0 if (xyy) not in the subregion 

H(t) = Heaviside step function: H(0 = 0 for t < 0 and H(t) = 1 for t > 0 

Using Newton's method, we can define a set of linear equations relating the difference 

between the observed, pi  , and calculated, pz , pressures to changes in mobilities and storages 

bY 

where N is the number of observation points. This equation can be set up as a matrix problem in 

which we iteratively solve for the changes in mobility and storage, if the influence coefficients 

and the pressure differences are known. 
The influence coefficients are defined as 

where p is the time derivative of pressure, p .  

These influence functions are calculated by appropriate approximations to the integrals. 
The spatial derivatives on the RHS of equations (1 la) and (1 lb) are numerically approximated 

based on the solutions to equations (8) and (9). In practice, we solve equation (8) once for each 
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iteration (by a finite difference method) and equation (9) once per iteration for each observation 

point. 

It should be noted that the problem formulation is for a 2-dimensional case. We thus 

have to extend it to 3 dimensions for our case. 

2.2.10 Observations 

In this section, we list our current observations fiom this research. 

(i) Including the flow simulation as an additional constraint in the SA objective function 

improves the solution. 

(ii) Using the gridblock pressures instead of the pressure differential gives better results 

in te rn  of the terminal objective h c t i o n  value. 

(iii) Under approximately equal weights the variogram part of the objective function 

dominates the behavior of the objective function. The optimal relative weights for the variogram 
part of the objective function and the flow simulation part have been determined by numerical 

experiments to be 0.193 and 0.807 respectively. 

(iv) There seems to be, for some near-wellbore gridblocks, a discernible ‘minimum’ 

objective function value associated with a particular permeability value for those blocks. Further 

work has to be done to quantify or ‘concretize’ this relationship. 

(v) The ‘modified stochastic hill climbing’ algorithm, though faster than the standard 

simulated annealing process, seems to be an inappropriate methodology for this problem 

because of its tendency to get ‘trapped’ at local minima. The reason for the poor results may 

have been due to the value selected for the ‘walk distance’ parameter. Other values for this 
parameter should be tested. 

(vi) Multi-point perturbations do not seem as efficient as single-point perturbations. 

(vii) The 9-block approach shows promise, and further study should include a 25-block 

approach with some method for including interference between wells to enable proper orientation 

of the heterogeneity around the wells. 
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(viii) The fiture approaches, multi-scale and the use of influence coefficients, should be 
pursued. 

2 3  Well Test Interpretation System 
Transient testing is a major source of vital information about reservoir parameters like 

permeability, reservoir pressure, wellbore conditions, reservoir discontinuity, and other 

information that is essential for reservoir studies. This project uses an expert system approach to 

develop a well test interpretation system. The development of such a system involves gathering 

knowledge fiom petroleum engineering experts to determine the appropriate model and applying 

the associated equations of that model. Computerized well test involves interpreting the various 

forms of the time versus pressure data, in addition to other well data, to determine the well model 

and calculate the various parameters. Basically, this interpretation can be grouped into two parts: 

qualitative analysis and the quantitative analysis. Qualitative analysis deals with selecting the 

appropriate well model fiom the input data. Quantitative analysis involves calculating various 

well parameters like permeability, skin factor (if applicable) etc. The estimation of well 

properties depends upon the selection of the right model, making qualitative analysis a crucial 

part of the problem. 

Model identification and initial parameter estimation constitute a major part of transient 

testing. This part of the project is involved in developing an expert system for the model 

identification part of well test interpretation. State of the art well test interpretation techniques 

now make estimation straightforward for many types of models. So the real problem is knowing 

which model to fit in the first place. Since model identification and initial parameter estimation 

constitute a major part of transient testing, an automated system to accomplish this task can 

greatly aid an expert in the well test interpretation process. The system being developed is 

primarily intended to use the derivative plot along with other information like well completion 

data, geological data etc. to identify the model. The output fiom this system is the selected 

model, or a set of models in case the selection can not be narrowed down to one. Along with the 

model, the system will also give an initial estimate of certain parameters. Previous work 
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matched the derivative plot to the shapes of the models stored in the system. This matching 

algorithm was tested successfully 'with the models stored in the system. Since then, the system 

has been extended to handle more model information and use well completion data for model 

identification. These extensions are discussed in detail in this report. 

2.3.1 Previous Work 

The first prototype developed uses the derivative data for interpretation. We use a 
symbolic representation approach, similar to the work done by (Allain, 1988), for model 

identification. This approach creates a simplified representation of the derivative data in terms of 

the symbols up, down, plateau, valley, maximum, and minimum. This symbolic representation is 

then used by the model matching algorithm to match it with the previously stored model 

information. Traditional model identification involves visually inspecting the graph for specific 

trends and selecting a model based on the characteristics of the graph. Though this reasoning 
step is performed almost subconsciously in case of human experts, we have developed 

algorithms to replicate this visual perception step using symbolic representation. 

The input to the system is the time/pressure data derived from well sites. From this data 

we generate the derivative data using standard algorithms. Thus, the input to the system consists 

of time and derivative information. This input is specified to the system by entering the filename 

(containing the time and the corresponding derivative data in a two column format) when 

prompted by the system. The actual number of time and derivative data pairs that are used as 
input depends upon the test data available. 

Once the system reads in the time and the derivative data, the next step is to analyze this 

This data and come up with the simplified symbolic representation for the whole plot. 

representation is done in terms of the following symbols: 

up, down, flat, maximum, minimum, plateau, valley 

A flat segment is a segment with slope smaller than 0.1 in absolute value. An up segment 

is one which has slope greater than 0.1. Plateau, valley, maximum and minimum are determined 
from the primitives up, down andflat. This convention is similar to that of (Staazman, 1986) 

who first observed the usefulness of the symbolic representation of log data. 
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The algorithm begins by calculating the slopes between the data points. This data is 

stored in a list. The algorithm proceeds by scanning this list and replacing each slope with a 

symbolic representation. Heuristic rules are applied to create the correct representation. The 

algorithm does a second scan through the list to come up with a final representation of the whole 
plot. Here the algorithm uses rules that we developed to eliminate redundant symbols, or to 
identify new ones based on the sequence of primitive symbols (up, down, flat). Typical rules are 

as follows: 

up followed by an up is up 
down followed by down is down 
up followed byfrat followed by down is a maximum if the number 
offrats in between is sufficiently small, otherwise it is aplateau. 

Using such rules, the algorithm produces a final list of representative symbols which 
describe the whole plot. Though it depends upon the particular data used, usually four to five 

symbols describe one complete graph. Consecutive identical symbols (e.g. up, up) are 

compressed into a single symbol representing several segqents. The symbolic representation 
algorithm was implemented in KAPPA-PC. 

An interpretation model is usually obtained by combining several components which 

produce the observed shapes on different parts of the derivative. The expert system is provided 

with the models and a representation of their derivative. The initial implementation was 

provided with the description of two models which are: 

1. Finite wellbore radius well; Minite isotropic reservoir; Single porosity system. 
2. Fully penetrating vertically fractured well; Anisotropicsingle porosity system. 
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The characteristic derivative shapes associated with these models were determined and 

are as follows: 

1. model 1: [up, maximum, down,jlat] 
2. model 2: [up,Jaf] 
3. model 3: [up] 

Model 3 is an alternate representation of model 2. Figure 2.3(A) shows the plot for 

model 1 (Finite wellbore radius well; Infinite isotropic reservoir; Single porosity system), and 

Figure 2.3@) shows the plot for model 2 (Fully penetrating vertically hctured well; Anisotropic 

single porosity system). Both of these plots show the time vs. pressure curve as well as the time 

vs. derivative curve. 

Figure 23(A) Figure 2.3(B) 

The matching algorithm was designed along the lines of the work done by (Allah, 1988). 
The aim is to find the model that qualitatively matches the data. The algorithm starts by 
selecting all the models that match with the input data at the first symbol. It then proceeds to the 
next symbol and eliminates all the models which do not match with the input symbols at any 

stage. Finally, the algorithm determines the correct model or no model, if there is no match. 
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Our matching algorithm was modified to work correctly with the symbolic representation 

of models in OUT system. Since the model information is complete and has not been broken 

down to different regimes, a complete match of all the symbols of the input data with those of a 
model is considered. A particular input data matches a model only if its sequence of symbols 
completely match with those of a particular model. This approach is simpler than considering 

the different regimes as in (Allain, 1988), and works well when complete model information has 

been coded in the system. This algorithm was also implemented in KAPPA-PC. 

The program executes the required functions and terminates with the selection of a 

model, if possible. The output of the current program is the description of the identified model 

or a message when none of the models were found appropriate. The complete system prototype 

described above has been implemented in KAPPA-PC. We illustrate the use of this program in 
the following three build-up tests. The data for these were obtained fiom the petroleum 
engineering experts. 

The first test uses data fiom a well withfinite wellbore radius, infinite isotropic reservoir, 

single porosity system. The expert system identifies the different symbolic representations in the 

system, and displays them to the user along with a graph of the derivative plot. This display 

allows the user to check for wrong symbolic representations. However, no user interaction is 

allowed to determine the symbolic representations. Once the plot is analyzed, the expert system 

matches the symbolic representation to the appropriate model. The snapshots in Figure 2.3(C) 

are taken fiom this test run. 
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(i) Main user menu screen with plot of derivative data. 

(ii): Symbolic representation identified by the system. 

- I _ , .  .. :,r _. 

(iii): Model identified by the system. 

Figure 2.3(C) 
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In the next example, the expert system was used on data from a fiZly penetrating 
vertically fiactured well, anisotropic single porosity system. The steps followed were similar to 

the previous test run. The program identified the well model correctly. The snapshots in Fighe 

2.3(D) show the sequence of execution. 
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(ii): Symbolic representation identified by the system. 
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(iii): Model identified by the system. 

Figure 2.3@) 
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TO fully test the prototype 
information has not yet been encoded 

it with any of the available models. 

system, we included data fiom a well whose model 
in the system. As expected, the program could not match 

Continued research was needed to fully automate the system and make it robust enough 

for the kind of environment in which it must perform. One of the important extensions planned 

for the system was to use the vast amount of external data available to make the identification 

process more efficient. 

c. 

23.2 Further Development/ Extensions 

The previous system that was developed has since been extended by adding new features 

and information, and by refining some of the existing ones. Work has been done in the following 

areas: 

2.3.2.1 New model information 

The prototype previously developed had information for two different models. This 
information base has been extended to include more models. The representation of the 

information has also seen some change. The shape information for each model was earlier stored 

in the model class itself. However, each model may have more than one shape associated with it, 

and different models may have the same shape. The previous design would thus lead to 

duplication of such information and subsequent wastage of memory. The design was thus 

changed, and now the complete shape information is stored separately. The individual models 

store pointers the respective shapes. Information of the following models are now present in the 

system: 

1. Finite wellbore radius well; Infinite isotropic reservoir; Single porosity system. 
2. Fully penetrating vertically fractured well; Anisotropic Single porosity system. 
3. Finite wellbore radius well; Infinite isotropic reservoir; Dual porosity system. 
4. Fully penetrating vertically fractured well; Anisotropic Dual porosity system. 
5. Fully penetrating line source well; Anisotropic Dual porosity system 

This information base is constantly being updated to include more models. 
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2.3.3.2. The matching algorithm 

Since there was a change in the representation of the models, the matching algorithm had 

to be changed to perform correctly. The matching algorithm has also been modified to 

accommodate minor disturbances that may be present in the derivative plot. The matching 

algorithm implemented earlier was very rigid and could not match a plot with minor disturbances 

to its correct shape. The new models that were introduces had some disturbances in their data, 

and this would lead to the failure of the matching algorithm. The old algorithm was then 

augmented with some heuristic functions to identify these disturbances. The new algorithm has 

been tested and is working as desired. 

Figure 2.3(E) shows a derivative plot containing minor disturbances in the data. This 

particular plot would not be correctly identified by the old matching algorithm. As shown in 

Figure 2.3(F), the new matching algorithm identifies the shape correctly. However, it should be 

noted that this is not a solution to handle noisy data. Use of standard smoothing techniques is 

being considered to handle such data. 
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Figure 2.3@): Derivative data containing disturbances 

(ii) 

Figure 2.3(F) 
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2.3.3.3. Use of external information 

In the interpretation of well tests, especially model selection and verification, two parallel 

and equally important sources of diagnosis are widely used by reservoir engineers. These are 

pressure transient testing itself, and the knowledge of relevant geological and other engineering 

information on the wellheservoir being tested. The former is based on significant shapes 

displayed on the test signal, which may correspond to features that are characteristic of the 
reservoir being tested. The latter is to predict the reservoir behavior and characteristics on the 
basis of geological and engineering data. The 

interpretation cannot be done correctly using only one of these. 

They are complimentary to each other. 

The fact that one can hardly select an appropriate interpretation model from the pressure 

transient data alone emphasizes the need for incorporation of external data into well test analysis. 

This information can help in narrowing down the choice of models. In the expert system, this 

information is used before analyzing the derivative plots. In practice, it is often not unlikely that 

a model which does not give a good match to the test is actually a better physical analogue. That 

is in analysis of a test, one should first consider the physics of formation which gives the test 
signal. Sources of information other than pressure transient test data, is mainly targeted to select 

a limited range of prospective well test interpretation models. This is the first step in model- 

building. The model preselection attempts to predict the possible transient behavior of the target 

reservoir according to the reservoir geological description. The preselection reduces the search 

space of the interpretation model on a solid basis. Lack of this as the first step would lead to 

blindfolded data processing, which can be a major source of mis-interpretations. 

Such information of the state of the physics and the environment of the tested reservoir is 

usually available from the external geological and engineering data. Interpreting this information 

involves evaluating conditions and rules from multiple sources. By applying AI, especially 

knowledge based system techniques, it is easier to codifl the experienced engineers’ or analysts’ 

expertise, and simulate the interpretation process. 

The well completion information gathered from experts in the Petroleum department was 

represented in the form of rules. These rules were then coded into the system using KAPPA-PC. 

The present rule base consists of 5 parameters and 27 rules. The user is first prompted to enter 
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the required information into the system. This information is used to fire the appropriate rules. 

The interpretation process ends with selection of a set of models. These fmal model selection is 
then done using the derivative plot. The components of the system are: 

(i) Input 
At present, the following parameters are being used: 

1. Geometry 
2. Penetration 
3. Porosity 
4. Conductivity 
5.  Group 

Except Group, all these parameters are taken as input from the user. Not all of them may 

be known however. The user may either enter them using the menu screen or specifl a file 

which contains all this information in a preset format. Once the input is obtained, the rules are 

fired to determine the models that are to be selected. Since the whole process is opportunistic, 

the better the description of the input data, the better are the chances of correct and speedy 

interpretation. 
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(ig The Rule Base 

possible values are shown in Table 2.3(A). 

The system presently uses 5 parameters to make its decisions. The parameters and their 

Parameter 
Geometry 

Penetration 

Conductivity 

Group 

Possible values 
Vertically Radial Well (VRW) 
Horizontal Well (HW) 
Vertically Fractured Well (VFW) 
Radially Heterogeneous Well (RHW) 
Layered System (LS) 
Fully Penetrating 
Partially Penetrating 
Single porosity 
Dual porosity 
Finite Conductivity 
Infinite Conductivity 
This parameter can be any of the possible 
values in the above groups or any of their 
possible combinations. 
Eg: Vertically Radial Well-Fully 
Penetrating 

Table 23(A) 

The parameter Group is used by the system to select the set of interpretation models. All 

the other parameters are taken as input from the user. Information about Geometry and 

Penetration is usually available. Porosity and Conductivity on the other hand may not always be 

known. The hierarchy diagram for the rule base is shown in Figure 2.3(G). 
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Figure 2.3(6): Rule base hierarchy 

porosity 

Inference in the rule base is made using forward reasoning. Forward reasoning is the 

process of working fkom a set of data towards the conclusion that can be drawn fiom this data. A 

rule is eligible for execution when its premises (i.e., the rule’s IF) are satisfied. Progress is made 
forward fiom the data towards a solution of the problem. The conclusions of the rules can be 

Penetrating 
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used to match the premises of other rules, firing them if successhlly matched. Thus once all the 

input is obtained, the system tries to reason on the basis of the input and narrow down the choice 

as much as possible. The extent to which the system can narrow down the choices depends upon 

the inputs. Typical rules used are as follows: 

R1 IF Geometry = Vertical Radial Well 
THEN group=VRW 

R2 IF Geometry = Horizontal Well 
THEN group=HW 

R3 IF group = VFW-FP-DP AND conductivity = infinite 
THEN group = VFW-FP-DP-IC 

R4 IF group = VRW-PP AND porosity = Double 
THEN group = VFW-PP-DP 

Forward reasoning is suitable for this case as all the input is known before the inference 

process starts. The rule base has also been implemented in KAPPA-PC as it provides a 
convenient platform for representing the rules, and carrying out the foryard reasoning process 

fiom a given set of initial conditions. 

-\ 

(iii) Output 

candidates for further interpretation, which is carried out using the derivative plots. 

The output fiom this part of the system would be a set of interpretation models that are 

This well completion data and geological data being used at present in the interpretation 
process is not the complete set of external, information that can be used for interpretation. This 

part of the system is still being developed and will be augmented to take full advantage of all the 

information that is available. 

2.3.3 Conclusion 

The expert system has been developed and tested successfully to identify models using 

the derivative data. Algorithms for matching the input data plot to the information stored in the 

system have been developed and tested. The complete identification process was initially done 

using the derivative plot only. External data was then used to aid the identification process. This 

external information which consists of well completion and geological information is taken fiom 
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the user. This data is used to narrow down the set of models using the rules coded into the 

system. Use of this external data makes the identification process more efficient. 

23.4 Further Work 

Work has been done to extend the number of models handled by the system, refining the 

matching algorithm, and using external information for interpretation. The following issues still 

need to be considered to make this system complete: , 

1. Extending the system to handle more external data 
This area is being developed at present and the rule base is being extended to handle more 

data This includes log data like water saturation, gas saturation etc., fluid properties like 

specific gravity, initial pressure, compressibility etc. More well geometry information like 

wellbore radius, formation thickness, perforated interval etc. are being considered to aid the 

interpretation process. 

2. Extending the system to recognize other models 

Derivative plots for various models are being obtained to make this list as complete as possible. 

The information base for models handled by the system is constantly being updated. 

3 .  Handling noisy data 
Though the matching algorithm has been refined to tolerate minor disturbances present in 

the derivative plot, signal noise in the data still needs to be separated fiom true reservoir 

response. Various techniques are being considered to tackle this problem. 

4. Parameter estimation 
Along with the selected model, the system needs to determine the initial parameters. 

These parameters constitute the starting point for automated type curve matching analysis. 

Parameter estimation in this system can be achieved with very little computation since only first 

estimate of the value is required. 
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2.4 Marker Bed Identification 
In order to identifl log facies (see Section 2.5) and correlate stratigraphic units within 

wells across a reservoir (see Section 2.6), a reference point must be available that identifies the 
interval of observation for such analysis to take place. Marker bed identification provides the 
beginning and ending interval depths for this analysis. 

A marker bed is a specific unit of formation that is widely distributed and laterally stable 

across an area. Marker beds can be traced universally between different continents, regionally 

across a whole basin, locally in a field-scale area, or for a very limited area of interest of some 

formation interval. The scope of study extends to marker bed identification in a local field-scale 

area. 

Because marker beds represent deposits of a certain geologic time, they have unique 
characteristics. Among other factors, they can be characterized by their lithology. For example, 

while they never consist of sandstone, they can be composed of organic shale with high gamma 

ray values, pure mudstone with low resistivity, lime shale with high resistivity, or volcanic rocks 

with high gamma ray values. They are generally thin and nearly constant in thickness across the 

entire area under observation. 

2.4.1 The Problem 

Many marker beds can exist within a single well. These include the main marker beds 

and various other sub-marker beds. While a single main marker bed may occur at a certain depth 

in one well, it is highly likely that the same main marker bed lies at a different depth in another 

well of the same field. This is primarily a result of the shifts in rock that naturally occur over 
time. 

The focus of our study is to identify the main marker beds that are common across all the 

wells within a field and their corresponding beginning and ending depths. While a marker bed 

can be easily identified in the logging curves by the naked eye of an expert, the prototypical 
expert system requires the processes, rules, and experiences be captured in order to arrive at the 

same conclusions as the expert. 
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2.4.2 Log Preparation 

Logs were digitized from two sources. One source is a contrived set consisting of 5 log 

profiles similar to that expected for a spontaneous potential or gamma ray log curves. The other 

source is fkom Glenn Pool Field of Oklahoma. Logs fkom three wells were digitized to cover the 

130-fi-thick Glenn Sand with coverage of about 20 ft. above and below. The logs included 

spontaneous potential, gamma ray, and deep resistivity. Digitized logs are required in order to 

process the logs through rules or quantitative analysis routines. Disclosure of the geologists well- 

log pattern recognition is being withheld until these test cases are evaluated by the AA routines 

being developed. 

2.4.3 The Approach 

In order to find the main marker beds, common across all wells of an area, and their 
corresponding depths, we have limited our domain to consist of a field with three widely 

dispersed wells. More specifically, two wells are located at opposite boundary areas of a 

rectangular-like field, and the third well is located towards the center of these two wells. Given 
the three wells and their gamma ray, resistivity, and spontaneous potential logs, we have divided 

our approach to consist of two parts. 

(i) IdentifLing all the potential marker beak and their corresponding depths in each of the 
individual wells 

Potential marker beds include all the sub-marker beds.and main marker beds present 

within the depth interval being observed for that particular well. We will refer to this first part of 

our study as “Potential Marker Bed Identification”. 

(ii) 
corresponding depths, given the potential marker be& found 

Determining all of the main marker be& that lie across all three wells and their 

We will refer to the second part of our study as “Main Marker Bed Identification”. Both 
parts of our study involved using Microsoft Excel and Kappa PC in developing a prototypical 

expert system. In describing our work, we will discuss the methodology and results of both parts 

of the study. 
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2.4.4 Potential Marker Bed Identification Methodology and Resulk 

The method used to identify the potential marker beds involves interpreting the well logs 

based on high gamma ray, high spontaneous potential, and low resistivity values. First, the 

original gamma ray, spontaneous potential, and resistivity log values were scaled from 0 to 100. 

A rule set was then developed to identify the beginning and ending depth values which showed 

high gamma ray, high spontaneous potential, and low resistivity log characteristics. These 
beginning and ending depth values represent potential marker beds within a well. This basic 

approach was applied to all three wells. 

The rule set consists of approximately twenty-five rules. Figure 2.4(A) shows a subset of 
the actual rules with the name of each rule in boldface. Initially, the top 10% gamma ray, top 

10% spontaneous potential and the low 10% resistivity values and their corresponding depth 

values are extracted fiom the logs and placed into separate lists. The SelectGRInterval rule picks 

the first set of depth values with high gamma ray values and determines if the same or 

overlapping depth interval is present in the high spontaneous potential value list through the 

SelectSPInterval, FindOverlapIntervalSP and FoundSPMarkerBed rules . If so, the same depth 

interval is sought for in the low resistivity value list through the SelectRDInterval, 
FindOverlapIntervalRD, and FoundRDMarkerBed rules. If an overlapping interval exists here, a 

potential marker bed has been found. 
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If GetValue(G1obal:nextStep) ##= SelectGRIntervd 

Then SetValue(Global:grFomd, TRUE); 
And LengthLis~G1obal:GRInterv~egList != 0); 

SelectFirstInterval(GRIntervaU3egList, GRIntervalEndList); 
SetValue(Global:nextStep, SelectSPInterval); 

If GetValue(G1obal:nextStep) #= SelectSPInterval 
And LengthList(G1obal:SPIntervalBegList != 0); 

Then SelectInterval(SPIntervaU3egLiG SPIntervalEndList); 
SetValue(Global:nextStep, FindOverlapIntervalSP); 

If GetValue(Globa1:nextStep) #== FindOverlapIntervalSP 
And GetValue(G1obal:IntervalFound #= TRUE); 

Then Overlap(ExamBeg, ExamEnd, spFound, SPIntervalBegList, 
SPIntervalEndList); 
SetValue(Global:BegInterval, GetValue(G1obal:BegMkBed)); 
SetValue(Global:EndInterval, GetValue(G1obal:EndMkBed)); 
SetValue(Global:nextStep, FoundSPMarkerBed); 

If GetValue(Globa1:nextStep) ##= FoundSPMarkerBed 
And GetValue(G1obal:spFound #= TRUE) 
And GetValue (G1oba l : Iund  ##= TRUE); 

Then SetValue(Global:nextStep, SelectRDInterval); 

If GetValue(G1obal:nextStep) #= SelectRDInterval 
And LengthLis t (G1oba l :RegLis t  != 0); 

Then SelectInterval(RDIntervalBegList, RDIntervalEndList); 
SetValue(Global:nextStep, FindOverlapIntervalR); 

If GetValue(G1obal:nextStep) #= FindOverlapIntervalRD 
And GetValue(G1obal:Iound #= TRUE); 

Then Overlap(ExamBeg, ExamEnd, spFound, SPIntervaEegList, 
SPIntervalEndLis t); 

SetValue(Global:nextStep, FoundRDMarkerBed); 

If GetValue(Globa1:nextStep) #I= FoundRDMarkerBed 
And GetValue(G1obal:grFound #= TRUE) 
And GetValue(G1obal:spFound ##= TRUE) 
And GetValue(G1obal:rdFound ##= TRUE) 
And LengthList(G1obal:ExamBeg) = 0; 

FoundMarkerB edo ; 
SetValue(Global:nextStep, SelectGRInterval); 

Then ZeroOutGRO; 

Figure 2.4(A) - Rule Set for Potential Marker Bed Identification 
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Gamma 
Ray 

Top 10% 
Top 10% 
TOP 10% 
Top 10% 

The same cycle repeats for remaining depth values that satisfy the top 10% gamma ray, 

top 10% spontaneous potential, and low 10% rd constraint. While the rules of Figure 2.4(A) 

illustrate successful identification of potential marker beds, the remaining rules account for cases 

where potential marker beds are not found and where potential marker beds are found given 

different constraints. Because the terms “high” and “low” are relative, additional constraints are 
also applied by the rule set. Figure 2.4@) lists all of the constraints applied by the Potential 
Marker Bed Identification Rule Set. Upon application of the constraints listed, our prototypical 

expert system is able to identifj all of the potential marker beds within a single well. This same 

process is then applied individually to all of the other wells in the field under observation. 

Spontaneous Resistivity 
Potential 
top 10% low 10% 
top 10% low 30% 
top 10% low 50% 
top 30% low 10% 

Top 10% 
Top 10% 
TOP 10% 
Top 10% 
Top 10% 

Top 30% 
Top 30% 

Top 30% 
Top 30% 
Top 30% 

Top 30% 

Top 30% 

top 30% low 30% 
top 30% low 50% 
top 50% low 10% 
top 50% low 30% 
top 50% low 50% 

top 10% low 30% 
top 10% low 50% 

top 30% low 30% 
top 30% low 50% 
top 50% low 10% 

top 10% low 10% 

top 30% low 10% 

Top30% I top50% I 1 0 ~ 3 0 %  I 
Top30% I top50% I 1 0 ~ 5 0 %  I 

Figure 2.4@): Constraints applied by the Potential Marker Bed Rule Set 
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2.4.5 Main Marker Bed Identification Methodology and Results 

As mentioned earlier, many main marker beds exist within a single well. Furthermore, a 
main marker bed has the additional property of being common to all the wells across a field. 

Although this same main marker bed is present in all the wells of the field, it appears at different 

dzpth intervals of each well. The goal of this part of the study is two-fold. First, we need to 

determine which of the potential marker beds are the main marker beds. In addition, we need to 

determine the beginning and.ending depths of each main marker bed in each of the three wells, 

while noting that these depth levels for the same marker bed will vary in each well. 

Cross-correlation is a process by which the main marker beds can be identified. Cross- 

correlation involves comparing twa different time series. The series may be viewed as chains 

and each element within a series is a link. Cross-correlation moves one of the chains forward 

one link and calculates a ratio at that match position. This process continues and ratios are 

calculated until one chain has entirely moved past the other. Areas .of highest correlation 
represent main marker beds. 

In our case, the two chains consist of a gamma ray log from Well X and a potential 
marker bed interval from Well Y. An additional fifteen feet are added to the beginning and 
ending depths of the potential marker bed. A cross-correlation algorithm which has been 
developed is applied to the two series and ratios are calculated for each match position. Ratios 

which indicate high correlation represent areas in Well X where main marker beds lie. This 

method is applied between a gamma ray log of each well and each potential marker bed of the 

other 'two wells. At each match position a cross-correlation coefficient is calculated. At the end of 

the progressive comparisons, cross-correlation coefficient is plotted against match position. The 

largest positive values of the cross-correlation coefficient represent the most likely match 

position for correlation. A significance test is being considered for a guide to the best match 

position determination. 

2.5 Geological System: Log Facies Description System 

The goal of the log facies description system is to determine log facies from well log 

patterns. We are building an expert system to recognize the occurrence of the facies in Table 
2.5(A). The initial stage of the development of the log facies recognition system utilizes only 
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SMOOTH TYPES 
Blocb 

gamma ray (GR) logs. Eventually, spontaneous potential (SP) logs will be used to verify and 

Simple 

validate the shape classifications determined through the use of the gamma ray logs. 

I <  Funnel 

Bell 

Symmetrical 

SERRATED TYPES 
BlocQ c 
Funnel 

7m-++- 
I 

Symmetrical 

Compound 

Multiple 
occurrences of the 
same type 

Multiple 
occurrences of the 
same type 

Complex 

Multiple 
occurrences of 
different types 

Mu1 t iple 
occurrences of 
different types 

Table 2.5(A): Type of Facies Occurrences to be Recognized 

2.5.1 Approach 

Currently, we are examining an artificial log. which was created by the geology experts. 

These drawings were then digitized and stored in Microsoft. Out of the five well logs drawn, we 

have examined three of them to build the initial system and we are using two for verification of 

our system. All of the data manipulation is accomplished in Kappa-PC. To manipulate the data 

into a usable form, the data must be normalized. The overall purpose of normalizing is to allow 

comparisons between different logs without taking into account the individual scales of each log. 

Much of this computerized process has been defined in conjunction with the geologist’s 

identification strategy. 
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Figure 2.5(A) shows the original graph of the log data. The first manipulation of the data 

in Kappa-PC use a normalization process in which the data is scaled so that the maximum of the 

data set is 100, the minimum is scaled to 0, and all the values in between are scaled according to 

the same scaling factor (Figure 2.5(B)). This normalization prepares the data for the filtering 

process. 

Figure 2.5(A): Original Log 

Figure 2.5(B): First Scaling 

Filtering eliminates extraneous information, such as noise, that is present in the log 

(Figure 2.5(C)). The previous scaling allowed all of the logs to be represented in the same scale 

so that a certain filter, x, would always filter out x% of the log regardless of the original log 
values. Filtering finds all of the values in the log at or below the filter value and then sets them to 

that filter value. Currently, the filter is user defined, but will eventually be determined 

computationally. The information filtered out by this process is stored elsewhere for later use. 

The result of this process is a more unambiguous representation of the log because of the 

elimination of some “noise”. 
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100 m a 

50 

W O  

U m - 
E 

Figure 2.5(C): After Filtering 

After the filtering process, it is necessary to rescale the logs (Figure 2.5@)) to facilitate 

the identification process. Identifying a facies involves several steps. First, a possible boundary is 
located. The beginning of a possible facies occurrence is noted by a zero value followed by a 

nonzero value, and the ending of a possible facies occurrence is noted by a nonzero value 

followed by a zero value. These points are read fiom left to right. One of the constraints on facies 

recognition in this module of the AI system is that it must contain at least one interior point that 

is above 33 in order to be considered for recognition. If this constraint is satisfied then the facies 

is given an identification number and all of its associated information is stored in an instance 
created by Kappa-PC. The thickness of the facies occurrence is then determined by the points 
where the facies crosses the 33 line. Once the all the values have been examined and all of the 

facies identified, each facies is then scaled individually from 0 to 100. This scaling is done in 

order to facilitate the application of the shape-classification rules. Figure 2.5(D) shows the 

individually scaled facies occurrences together on a single graph. 

Figure 2.5@): Second Scaling 
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Figure 2.5@) Individual Scaling 

2.5.2 The Initial Set of Rules 

The following is the first set of rules obtained from the geology expert. 

Symmetrical Rule 
'1: v\ 

If (ID110 - Du901) = (ID190 - DuJ.01) 0 

c- 
Depth 

Then "symmetrical" 

If the absolute value of the lower Depth of the curve at 10 @110) minus the upper Depth 

of the curve at 90 (DU9O) is equal to the absolute value of the lower Depth of the curve at 90 
(D190) minus the upper Depth of the curve at 10 (DU1O), then the curve is symmetrical. 

'IL Bell Rule 

If 
Then "bell" 0 

If the absolute value of the lower Depth of the curve at 10 (D110) minus the lower Depth 

of the curve at 90 (D190) is less than the absolute value of the upper Depth of the curve at 90 

(Du90) minus the upper Depth of the curve at 10 (Dul lo), then the curve is bell shaped. 

(ID110 - D1901) < (IDu90 - D,lOl) 

+Depth 
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If the absolute value of the lower Depth of the curve at 10 (D110) minus the lower Depth 

of the curve at 90 (D190) is greater than the absolute value of the upper Depth of the curve at 90 

(Du90) minus the upper Depth of the curve at 10 (DulO), then curve is funnel-shaped. 

Blocky Rule 

If (ID110 - D1901) = ([Dug0 - DulOI) 
Then 'lblocky" 

':I-\ 
0 

If the absolute value of the lower Depth of the curve at 10 Q l O )  minus the lower Depth 

of the curve at 90 (D190) is equal to the absolute value of the upper Depth of the curve at 90 

(Du90) minus the upper Depth of the curve at 10 (DUlO), then the curve is blocky. 

2.5.2.1 Evaluation of the Rules 

The rules in this form proved to be too stringent. All facies occurrences were either 

classified as bell or funnel. For example, in Figure 2.5(E), the facies occurrence on the far left 

has a symmetrical shape, but the above rules would classify it as bell: 

2.5.2.1 Modifying the Initial Rules 

After studying the depth values being used by the rules, it became obvious that the 

equivalency required by the blocky and symmetrical rules would not allow for the variance found 

in the naturally occurring facies. By studying the values, it was discovered that the difference 

could be as high as 0.1 rather than exactly equivalent. The blocky and symmetrical rules were 

then modified as shown below: 
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Blocky Rule 

If (10110 - D1901) - (IDu90 - Du101) <= 0.1 
Then "blocky" 

'11-1 
0 

Symmetrical Rule 

'1: v\ 
0 

If (ID110 - Du901) - (ID190 - DU101) <= 0.1 
Then "symmetrical" 

c- The application of these modified simple rules along with oepm 

the original bell and funnel rules lead to the consistent automatic identification of three out of 

four of the shapes. The blocky rule did not prove to be adequate because the nature of a blocky 

facies allows it to appear as symmetrical, funnel, or bell. 

Because the blocky shape was not correctly recognized, further evaluation showed that 

the ordering in which the rules were applied to the shaped was important. This is often the case 

in expert systems, in which there is little difference in the classification of objects. The we 

prioritized the rules so that the blocky rule would fire before the bell rule; otherwise, a blocky 

would be classified as a bell. This completed the first prototype. 

2.5.3 Redoing the Rule Set for Better Identification 

-Though the rule ordering worked initially, we did not want to rely on it when recognizing 

the more complex shapes. Therefore, we made the system more robust to allow for a tolerance 

level greater than 0.1 and to identify the blocky facies occurrence without prioritization, new 

rules were constructed based on this original set of rules. 

This new set of rules utilizes measurements of distance. For example, the distance fiom 
D,90 to D190 is the upper horizontal (uh) distance and the distance from D,10 and Dl10 is the 
lower horizontal (lh) distance. The distance from D,90 to D,10 is the upper vertical (uv) 

distance and the distance from D190 to Dl10 is the lower vertical (Iv) distance. The distance fiom 

D,90 to Dl10 is the negative diagonal (nd) distance and the distance fiom D190 to D,10 is the 
positive diagonal (pd)'distance. Once these distances are computed, they are stored in a tuple 

structure in this order: (uv, Ivy nd, pd, uh, Ih). After using only the values of 90 and 10 to 

construct the tuple, it was discovered that it would be necessary to look at other values in order to 
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construct the new rules. After much experimentation, it was discovered that for the BELL and 
FUNNEL rules, 10 and 90 were best suited, but for the BLOCKY and SYMMETRICAL, 90 and 

80 were better suited. 

The new BELL rule using a tuple calculated at 10 and 90: 

If 

Then “bell” 

(luv - lvl) > 0.1 And (Ind - pdl) > 0.1 And 
uv < lv And nd > pd 

’:b 
0 

e- Depth 

If the absolute difference between the uv and the lv is greater than 0.1 and the absolute 

difference between the nd and the pd is greater than 0.1 and the lv is longer than the uv and the 

nd is longer than the pd, then the curve is a bell. 

The new FUNNEL rule using a tuple calculated at 10 and 

90: 

If 

Then “funnel” 

([uv - lvl) > 0.1 And (Ind - pdl) > 0.1 And 
uv > lv And nd < pd 

<- Depth 

If the absolute difference between the uv and the lv is greater than 0.1 and the absolute 

difference between the nd and the pd is greater than 0.1 and the uv is longer than the lv and the 

pd is longer than the nd, then the curve is a funnel. 

90: 

The new BLOCKY rule using a tuple calculated at 80 and ‘:I-\ 
0 

GDepm 

If ([uh - lhl) < 1.0 
Then “blocky” 

If the absolute difference between the uh and the lh is less than 1.0, then the curve is a 

blocky . 
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and 

The new SYMMETRICAL, rule using a tuple calculated at 80 
90: 'I I/\ 

0 

<- 
Depth 

If 
Then ''symmetrical" 

(luh - lhl) 2 1.0 

If the absolute difference between the uh and the lh is greater than or equal to 1.0, then 

the curve is a symmetrical. 

With these new rules, we are able to identify all of the basic shapes. These same rules 

will be used on a SP log to verify the shape classifications. Since the GR log which we have 

been using was artificially created, a SP log does not exist. Rather than try to create a SP log to 

match the GR log, it was decided to switch over to an actual log in which the GR log and the SP 

log are available. 

2.5.4 Rules for Compound and Complex Facies Occurrences 

Given the basic shapes classifications, the next step is determine the degree of serration 

and identifl compound and complex facies occurrences as described in Table 2.5(A). Using the 

current set of rules, a compound or a complex facies occurrence would be classified as a blocky. 

This is the result of the fact that complex and compound facies do not have a point below the 33 

line; therefore, are not separated. Figure 2.5(F) shows a compound blocky facies occurrence. As 
one can see, the minimum between the two shapes is not 33 or less; therefore, is identified as 

being just a blocky. In order to find the complex and compound shapes, a second pass must be 

made over the facies occurrences that have been identified as blocky. 

Figure 2.5(F): Compound Blocky Facies Occurrence 

This second pass will take the points which constitute the facies occurrence and find the 

minimum. This minimum will then be used as the new baseline in order to rescale the points. 
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Once the rescaling is completed, the individual facies occurrences will be identified (see Figure 

2.5(G)). As before, a point above the 33 line must be found before a facies occurrence is 
determined. The entire process of finding a minimum and rescaling can be repeated, if 

necessary, to identify additional compound facies occurrences (see Figure 2.5(H)). Complex 

facies should also be identified during this same process. 

I 
. .  

Depth I 
Figure 2.5(G): Rescaled Compound Blocky Facies Occurrence 

Figure 2.5(H): Compound BlocErgr Facies Occurrence Requiring Two Scalings 

2.5.5 Future Work 

The degree of serration of a log must be taken into account when searching for compound 

and complex facies. Serration must not be mistaken for facies occurrences. For example, if a log 

is highly serrated, then a blocky facies occurrence (see Figure 2.5(1)) could be mistakenly broken 

down into a compound symmetrical facies occurrence. The degree of serration will be 

determined using a least-squares approximation. The data points from a faciedlog will be used 

to determine the polynomial that "best"' fits the curve created by the data points. Once the 

polynomial is determined, the variance can be calculated. The higher the degree of the 

polynomial, the smaller the deviations of the points from the curve will be until the degree of the 

polynomial is one less than the number of points in the curve. This would actually be an 

"Best" is in quotation marks because the criterion of goodness of fit is to some degree arbitrary, although the least- I 

squares criterion is commonly applied. 
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interpolated polynomial which is an exact match. The purpose of using least-squares is to 

calculate the variance; therefore, a low degree polynomial will be used. The variance is needed 

to determine a degree of serration. The variance is calculated by dividing the sum of the 
deviations squared of the points fiom the curve by the number of points minus the degree of the 

polynomial minus one. Larger deviations will lead to a high variance which indicates a high 

degree of serration. The degree of the serration must be taken into account when searching for 

complex and compound facies occurrences. The exact means by which this serration degree will 

be utilized is not known at this time. In the current manual process, a geologist looks at the log 

in analog form and decides how large a part the serration plays in the facies occurrence 

identification. Relating this subjective view to an objective number will require some in-depth 

study and comparison. 

Figure 2.50: Highly Serrated Blocky Facies Occurrence 

2.6 Correlation System 
Once the log facies for each well have been classified, the information in the wells must 

be correlated across the reservoir. The initial development of this module of the expert system 

has begun by identifying specific expert rules for correlation, and then determining an 
appropriate representation of the reservoir information within Kappa-PC. Stratigraphic 
correlation refers to determination of equivalent rock bodies encountered in various well 

locations. The different correlations that can be done are: (1) Global correlation between different 

continents, (2) Regional correlation at the basin scale, and (3) Local correlation at the field or 

block scale. In this study, we are primarily concerned with local Correlation. Furthermore, a 

correlation could be framework (section by section) or detailed correlation (zone by zone). Of 

these two types of correlations we mainly deal with detailed correlation. 
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The type of equivalency between various rock bodies could be classified as (1) 

Lithostratigraphic, which refers to similarities in sedimentary rock types using lithologic criteria, 

(2) Biostratigraphic, which refers to similarities in fossil content, and (3) Chronostratigraphic, 

which refers to similarities in geologic time. 

The solution to stratigraphic correlation is not always obvious or singular. Several 
characteristics pertaining to the sedimentary units are considered together to determine whether 

or not two units are equivalent. The primary source of information about the sedimentary 

deposits are well logs. However, several factors complicate the reliable interpretation of the well 

log. Thus, a lot of care is required in determining log facies and other characteristics from the 

well log. In every stratigraphic correlation, initial correlation is done by considering the most 

fundamental rules first. Later, the correlation strategy will be refinedmodified by considering 

other evidence such as drill cuttings, fluid distribution etc. The basic rules that are implemented 

for an initial correlation are given below: 

The difference in distance from the marker bed to top of the two rock bodies under 

consideration should be about the same. As a guiding rule this difference should be 
less than half the average thickness of the two bodies. While comparing the two 

distances, we must normalize the thickness for any local variation. 

The two units under consideration should have similar lithology. Clastic profile 

generally consists of sandstone, minor siltstone, conglomeratic stone etc. Sandstone, 

siltstone and conglomerates are normally permeable. However mudstone (commonly 

called shale) is normally non-permeable. These kinds of lithology are easily identified 

by qualitative log interpretation. Since lithology can also be determined in the 

laboratory by studying the drill cutting samples, the expert system may require this 

geological information as input. 

The log facies characteristics for both units should be similar. 
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WellIr' kt 

2.6.1 Approach 

-- gl No of stratunits 
I 

The log data of each individual well are stored in a data file. This file is read by the 

program and various objects are created. An object diagram is shown in Figure 2.6(A). This 

diagram shows an abstract representation of the objects along with their attributes. The dotted 
lines at the ends of WELLS and STRAT-UNITS indicate that there can be several objects of 

these classes. The connection between various classes is shown by a solid line. For example, the 

solid line from WELLS to STRAT-UNITS indicates that a well can have several stratigraphic 

units. The line from STRAT-UNITS to SUBUNITS indicates that a stratigraphic unit can have 

several subunits. The slots in each of these objects take the actual data items as the data file is 

read. 

StratId 

No of 
SUbunitS 

Top marker 
depth 

Bottom 
marker 
depth 

- 
I 

WELLS 

SubunitIc.Top Bottom Logfacie5 Litholgy 
- _-- 

STRAT-UNITS 

Figure 2.6(A): Object Representation of Basic Well Log Data 

We provide a representation for the various entities used in the systems. The field object 

sets up a reference fiame within which the coordinates of the wells are specified. As a matter of 

convenience, the field is marked as rectangular with the minimum coordinates at the top left 
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corner and maximum coordinates at the bottom right comer. It also contains the total number of 
wells that are considered for correlation. 

FIELDS+ ( k i n  : Integer 
Ymin : Integer 
Xmax : Integer 
Ymax : Integer 
No. of wells : Integer) 

The well object has six attribute values. The WellId is the integer identiQing the well. 

These integers would be mapped to the standard well id. The kb (Kelly bushing) and gl (ground 

level) attributes are reference depths for determining actual depths of the markers and the 

subunits. Xpos and Ypos are the coordinates of the well position relative to the rectangular field. 

The last attribute is the number of stratigraphic units that the entire log section of the well has. 

WELLS+ (WellId : Integer 
kb : Real 
gl : Real 
Xpos : Real 
Ypos : Real 
No. Of strat units : Integer) 

The STRAT-UNITS object has an integer identification and contains the identification of 

the well to which it belongs. The two markers defining the top and bottom boundaries of the 

stratigraphic unit are shown as Top marker depth and Bottom marker depth. 

STRAT-UNITS+ (StratId : Integer 
WellId : Integer 
No. Of Subunits : Integer 
Top marker depth : Real 
Bottom marker depth : Real) 
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The SUBUNITS object contains the identification of the well and the stratigraphic unit to 

which it belongs to. The top and bottom boundaries of the subunit are identified by Top depth 

and Bottom depth. The log facies and the lithology characteristics are given as string values. 

SUBUNITS+ (WellId : Integer 
StratId : Integer 
SubunitId : Integer 
Top depth : Real 
Bottom depth : Real 
Logfacies : String 
Lithology : String) 

’ 

The MARKERS object has an integer identification and a depth. It also contains the 

identification of the stratigraphic unit and the well it belongs to. 

MARKERS+ (MarkerId : Integer 
Depth : Real., 
StratId : Integer 
WellId : Integer) 

Each object of the class CORRELATED-RESULT is a tuple consisting of the above 
attribute values. The two wells correlated are identified as WellxId and WellyId. Similarly the 
stratigraphic units and the correlated subunits of both wells are identified. The top and bottom 

boundaries of both wells are represented. The flag attribute is an indicator as to whether the two 

units are correlatable or not. 

CORRELATED-RESULT+ (WellxId : Integer 
WellyId : Integer 
StratxId : Integer 
StratyId : Integer 
SubunitxId : Integer 
SubunityId : Integer 
Topxl : Real 
Bottom1 : Real 
Topyl : Real 
Bottomyl : Real 
Flag : Integer) 
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2.6.2 Factors that Complicate Correlation 

There are various factors that complicate correlation that must be considered in the final 

expert system. One such factor is the lateral variation in formation thickness. It is important to 

know the lateral variation in formation thickness in order to determine the areal extent of the 
deposit. For example a thinning sand body may indicate possible pinch out at a certain distance. 

This factor is required in order to decide well spacing. Thus, the thickness of the individual 

subunit need to be taken into account to find out thinning or pinch out characteristic of the 

deposit. 

Another complicating factor is that lateral facies change does not always mean a 

discontinuity. For example, a crevasse splay deposit may be in connection with a channel deposit 

but has completely different facies. Under such circumstances it is necessary to study the 

environment of deposition to ascertain stratigraphic equivalency between different facies. 

Sometimes it becomes difficult to find a marker bed over the local area under 

consideration. Without the marker bed, it is extremely difficult to correlate the wells. In this case. 
we need to adopt a trial and error procedure to determine equivalent depositional units. 

One means of resolving the ambiguities in correlation caused by one or more of the above 

factors is the technique of cross correlation. Cross correlation is applied to two different log 

sections in order to establish the degree of similarity. In order to account for the lateral variation 

in thickness of the sedimentary deposits, stretching and shifting is applied to log sections while 

performing cross correlation. 

2.6.3 Cross correlation applied to well logs 

A well log that records variables that change with stratigraphic depth is a record of events 

that occurred in geological time. It can be considered to be a time series. Thus, while correlating 

similar stratigraphic units, cross correlation can be applied to two different log sections. This 

technique can be applied to match two sections in order to determine stratigraphic equivalency. 
However, two major hurdles to this procedure are: 
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(i) noise in the log data represented by sharp troughs and crests. 
(ii) uncertainty in the exact value of the top and bottom boundary of the unit being 
correlated. 

Appropriate measures are taken to circumvent these problems. The first one is done by 
smoothing the log value by means of a time trend analysis and the second is done by applying 

shift correlation technique. However, determination of top and bottom boundaries of individual 

sand bodies is a straight forward matter. Thus, given the top and bottom boundaries of individual 

units, determination of cross correlation coefficient between the two units can determine the 

degree of stratigraphic similarity. 

2.6.4 Smoothing the log values 

In this section, we discuss the methodology of smoothing and cross correlation. 

Computer programs have been developed which can supply necessary log information to the 

main driver program doing stratigraphic correlation. 

Noise is usually short term indicated by sharp crests and troughs on the log section. 

However the actual signal is long term represented by patterns on the log. The objective of 
smoothing is to remove the rapid fluctuation on the log in order to reveal the pattern prevalent 

over a section. The most common smoothing technique is the moving average. In this technique, 

an averaging interval m is chosen. The averaging interval m should be odd in order for the 

estimated values to refer to central point. This technique is illustrated in Figure 2.6@). 

5 7 4 3 2 3 4 5 7 2 6 4 Originalsequence 
u-uu 
u uu 
uu u 

5.3 4.7 3.0 2.7 3.0 4.0 5.3 4.7 5.0 4.0 Movingaverage 

Figure 2.6@): Data smoothing by moving average (smoothing intervaI=3) 
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The equation applied to perform the moving average are: 

i+k Xj+, I5 
K =  m n .  1) m 

where m is the averaging interval, k is given by (m-1)/2, Yj are the actual data points and Yi are 

the smoothed data points. 

The smoothed log presents a simpler picture of the log section and reveals the major 

pattern. Smoothing reduces the variance of the original sequence. The longer the interval m, the 

greater the reduction. However, m should be chosen with caution as it might suppress important 

features on the log pattern. This smoothing technique that reduces the high frequencies is known 

as a low pass filter. 

2.6.5 Cross Correlation 

Cross correlation is the technique of comparing one series with another. This technique 

can be applied to stratigraphic sequences in order to find the cross correlation coefficient. 

However , correlation of lithostratigraphic units by mathematical methods is complicated by 

stratigraphic thickness variations between sections. In the current procedure the two series being 

compared are divided into equal sub intervals. The assumption being that if at all the two series 

being compared are of similar pattern then the subdivisions on each series will also be similar 

though of different length. The formula for computing the cross correlation coefficient is given 

as: 

s2 = Jn * 1 Y22 - (1 Y2)2 4 
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COV represents the covariance of the overlapped sections. The S’s are the standard deviations of 
the overlapped sections 1 and 2. r is the cross correlation coefficient. n is the number of 

subdivision on each of the section. 

2.6.6 Computer Program (Cross-C0r.c) 

A computer program in the C programming language has been written to perform the 

above filtering and cross correlation. The input output data flow of the program is shown in 
Figure 2.6(C). The program accepts two sets of digitized data values corresponding to two log 

sections. These two data sets are represented as two distinct objects of the structure 

Digitized - Values. Each of these objects are passed to the procedure build. This procedure uses 

the filtering algorithm described above to smooth the log data and create object of type 

Smoothed - Values. A pair of these filtered objects which correspond to two log sections being 

compared are processed by another procedure which in turn uses the function Find - Cross - Coef 
to compute the correlation coefficient. The output of the program is an object of structure type 

Smoothed-Values. The output object has the members as the two well ids, their stratigraphic unit 

ids, the respective subunit ids and their correlation coefficient. 
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in required format 

Builds an object 04 
type 

Takes the filtered data and performs cross 
correlation. Builds an object of type 
Cross-Coef. This object has the two well 
ids, the two strat ids, two sub ids being 
correlated and the correlation coefficient 

I 

Stratigraphic correlation Rule base for 

Output results 

The cross correlation results provide supporting information to the main driver routine 

(wcor.~)  performing correlation. This routine uses the rule base for correlating various sections 

across the wells. In case of ambiguity the cross correlation results are compared to see the degree 

of similarity. The correlation procedure takes a pair of wells at a time and does correlation zone 

by zone. After successful correlation of two zones the program creates an object of the correlated 

results. The final output is a collection of such objects. 
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2.6.7 An example of stratigraphic correlation 

The computer programs are tested on some actual well data. The wells chosen are 

Glenpool63, Glenpool64 and Glenpool81. The data fkom the deep induction logs are taken for 

analysis. The basic log data of these three wells are shown in Table 2.6(A). The three programs 

are run for filtering, cross-correlation a d  well-to-well correlation. 

Input data for correlation 
(Field name:Glenpool) 

Table 2.6(A): Basic well and log data for Glen pool 63,64 and 81 wells 

2.6.7.1 Filtering and cross-correlation 

The program (Cross - C0r.c) does smoothing and cross-correlation between two different 

log sections. The log data of the three wells are read from three disk files (glen63, glen64, 
glen81). The program creates three data objects from these files. Next, each of these objects are 

passed in succession to the filtering procedure and three objects of filtered data are created. The 

pair of such objects for which cross-correlation is to be carried out is passed to the procedure for 

doing cross-correlation. For this example the two pairs are the objects for (we1163, we1164) and 

(we1164, well81). The procedure creates two objects holding the correlation coefficient and the 

pertinent well information. The results of filtering along with the raw data are shown in Tables 

2.6@) and 2.6(C), Tables 2.6@) and 2.6(E), and Tables 2.6(F) and 2.6(G) for the three Glenpool 
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wells, we1163, wel164, and well81, respectively. Each of these figures presents the resistivity 
values vs. depth for the original as well as filtered data. At the top of the figure the field name 

along with the well id, stratigraphic unit id and the sub unit id is given. The cross-correlation 

results are shown in Figure 2.6@) for the two pairs of wells mentioned above. From the figure it 

is seen that for the second sub units in the first stratigraphic units belonging to wells 63 and 64 
respectively, the cross correlation coefficient is about 0.867 and that for well 64 and 81 is 0.843. 
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Filtered and original log data of GlenPool wells 
Field Name:Glen Pool; Well id63 

Stratigraphic unit id: 1 ; Sub Unit id:2 

FILTERED DATA 

ORIGINAL LOG DATA 

Tables 2.6@) and 2.6(C) 
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Depth@) 
1542 

Filtered and original log data of Glenpool wells 
Field name:Glen pool; Well id64 

Stratigraphic unit id: 1; Sub unit id:2 

Resistivity(0hm-m) 
5.5 

FILTERED DATA 

1544 
1546 
1548 
1550 
1552 
1554 
1556 
1558 
1560 
1562 

Depth@) Resistivity(0hm-m) 
1518 11.5 
1520 9.17 
1522 9 
1524 9.17 
1526 9.17 
1528 8.67 
1530 7.67 

5.13 
4.8 
4.97 
4.67 
4.83 
5.2 
5.87 
5.77 
5.73 
5.73 

1536 
1538 
1540 5.67 

ORIGINAL LOG DATA 

1 Depth@) Resistivity(0l-m-m) 
! 1516 15 
1518 10 
1520 9.5 
1522 8 
1524 9.5 
1526 10 
1528 8 
1530 8 
1532 7 
1534 7 
1536 6.5 
1538 5 

' Depth(ft) 
1542 
1544 
1546 
1548 
1550 
1552 
1554 
1556 
1558 
1560 
1562 
1564 

Resistivity(0hm-m) I 
6 1 
4.5 1 
4.9 1 *I 
5.5 

6 
5.2 

Tables 2 .60 )  and 2.6(E) 
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Depth@) Resistivity(0hm-m) Depth@) 
1516 12.7 1540 

Filtered and original log data of GlenPool wells 
Field Name:Glen Pool; Well id:81 
Stratigraphic unit id: 1; Sub Unit id2  

Resistivity(0hI-n-m) 
7.33 

FILTERED DATA 

I 

1518 10.3 
1520 9.33 
1522 9.33 
1524 12.3 
1526 13 

1542 7.33 
1544 7 
1546 6.67 
1548 6.67 
1550 7.67 

1528 12.3 I1552 8.33 

ORIGINAL LOG DATA 

1530 9.67 1554 
1532 9 1556 
1534 8.33 1558 
1536 7.67 1560 
1538 7.67 

8.33 
6.8 
6.13 
6.8 

1532 
1534 
1536 
1538 

9 1558 5.4 
8 1560 6 
8 1562 9 
7 
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* * * * * * * * *Cross-correlation data of GlenPool wells*** * *** ** 
Field Name:Glen Pool 
Well id:63,64 
Stratigraphic unit id: 1 , 1 
Sub Unit id:2,2 
Cross-correlation coeEcient:0.867 

Well id:64,8 1 
Stratigraphic unit id: 1,l 
Sub Unit id:2,2 
Cross-correlation coefficient:0.843224 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Figure 2.6(D) : Cross correlation results of well pairs 

2.6.7.2 Well-to-well correlation 

The correlation program has been run for the above three wells. The basic well and 

geologic data are shown in Table 2.6(A). The correlation procedure creates objects holding the 

data for pairs of correlated wells. These objects are written to output files. The results of 
correlation are shown in Table 2 . 6 0 .  Each row in this table is the correlation results of two 

zones belonging to two wells. The rows contain all the relevant log information pertaining to the 

two zones. The values of unit tops and bottoms can directly be used for graphical display of the 

results. The last column is an indicator if the two sub units of the two stratigraphic units 

belonging to the two wells are correlatable. A flag value of 0 indicates no correlation and a flag 

value of 1 indicates successfhl correlation. 

Stratigraphic correlation of three Glenpool wells 

Field Name: Glenpool 
Well ids: W63, W64, W8 1 

~ ~ _ _ _ _ ~ ~  

Table 2 . 6 0  : The stratigraphic correlation results of the three Glenpool wells 



2.6.8 Conclusion 

Developing algorithms for well to well correlation has been the most challenging effort to 

date. One problem arises fiom the changes in apparent thickness from one well to another as a 

result of 1) changes in structural dip, 2) changes in well deviation, and/or 3) changes in 

stratigraphic thickness. Thus, an algorithm is being developed that is capable of 

expandinghornpressing logs relative to an established reference log until a localized maximum 

correlation coefficient is achieved (Kemp, 1982). This algorithm, however, requires "hard 

points", such as marker beds, for segmenting a well log succession. Because this algorithm is 

intent on finding similarities and our goal is to recognize both similarities and differences, 

modifications will have to be introduced to make such distinctions for applications in 

meandering fluvial and fluvialdominated delta systems. 

2.6.9 Future work 

In this section we present some of the fiture work necessary to complete this part of the 

overall geological system. At present all the data are read from the file, However depending on 

the level of user interaction some data items have to be kept under the control of user. The user 

should be able to enter those data and change ifneeded. That will be done by creating interactive 

buttons and menus. 

As mentioned before shift correlation procedure is to be coded in C and built into the 

programs described in this report. In addition, depending on availability of more sophisticated 
rules of correlation, the programs need to be modified. 

2.7 Geological Literature Search 

Literature search has begun to support the compilation of a fluvial and deltaic 

faciedsubfacies geometry database. Empirical relationships will be contained in the database and 
will be called upon to guide in the stratigraphic correlation and mapping of individual 

stratigraphic units. This literature search will support the log facies identification and 

stratigraphic correlation efforts. About six hundred titles were obtained fiom various 

combinations of key words. From this only thirty three papers were copied and catalogued. The 

bibliography is to be written in such a way as to be understandable by nongeologist. The subject 
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headings are similar to the moduleshubmodules of the A/I program. The purpose here is to make 

a clear record of the published sources for the eventual documentation of the sof’tware. 
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